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Abstrat
We introdue a mean-eld model of lattie trees based on embeddings into
Z
d
of abstrat trees having a ritial Poisson ospring distribution. This model
provides a ombinatorial interpretation for the self-onsistent mean-eld model in-
trodued previously by Derbez and Slade, and provides an alternate approah to
work of Aldous. The saling limit of the mean-eld model is integrated super-
Brownian exursion (ISE), in all dimensions. We also introdue a model of weakly
self-avoiding lattie trees, in whih an embedded tree reeives a penalty e
 
for
eah self-intersetion. The weakly self-avoiding lattie trees provide a natural in-
terpolation between the mean-eld model ( = 0), and the usual model of stritly
self-avoiding lattie trees ( =1) whih assoiates the uniform measure to the set
of lattie trees of the same size.
1 Introdution
It is often the ase that the understanding of a statistial mehanial model an be
enhaned by the analysis of a orresponding mean-eld model. The mean-eld model

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typially involves an interation that is simple enough to enable expliit omputations
of its saling behaviour. Moreover, the saling behaviour of the mean-eld model is
typially idential to that of the original model, above an upper ritial dimension. The
basi example is the Curie{Weiss model of ferromagnetism, whih is the mean-eld model
orresponding to the Ising model [?℄. For the self-avoiding walk, the mean-eld model is
simple random walk [?℄. In both ases, the upper ritial dimension is 4.
In this paper, we introdue a mean-eld model for lattie trees, based on lattie em-
beddings of abstrat trees having a ritial Poisson ospring distribution. The saling
limit of the mean-eld model is the limit obtained by embedding inreasingly large trees
into an inreasingly ner lattie. We will show that the saling limit of the mean-eld
model is the random probability measure on R
d
known as integrated super-Brownian ex-
ursion (ISE). This provides a simple onstrution of ISE. In this onstrution, we embed
disrete abstrat trees into Z
d
and then take a ontinuum limit. Suh an approah was
outlined by Aldous in [?℄, although onstrutions more ommonly rst take a ontinuum
limit of abstrat trees and then embed these limiting objets into R
d
[?, ?, ?℄. Further
disussion of ISE an be found in [?, ?, ?, ?, ?℄.
Our use of the Poisson distribution simplies the analysis, but seems inessential.
Although we do not prove onvergene to ISE for other distributions, we will omment
very briey in Setions ?? and ?? on how our results might be generalised.
The ourrene of ISE as the saling limit of lattie trees and of the inipient innite
perolation luster above their respetive upper ritial dimensions 8 and 6 is disussed
in [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?℄. These interating systems are more diÆult to analyse than the
mean-eld model introdued here, and the methods desribed below serve as a basis for
their analysis. Our primary goal in this paper is to isolate and desribe these elementary
methods, whih underlie the work of [?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?℄.
As we will indiate, our mean-eld model provides a ombinatorial interpretation
for the self-onsistent mean-eld model introdued in [?℄. Our mean-eld model is also
losely related to the mean-eld model for lattie trees disussed in [?℄. In [?, (5.15){
(5.17)℄, non-integer values are given for quantities that purportedly ount embedded
trees of various kinds. However, if we assume that the embeddings in [?℄ taitly involve
the Poisson weight fators we will introdue below, then we reover some of the results
of [?℄.
It is often onvenient to introdue a small parameter into a statistial mehanial
model, as in the Domb{Joye model of weakly self-avoiding walks [?℄. We will de-
ne a model of weakly self-avoiding lattie trees, whih assoiates a fator e
 
to eah
self-intersetion of an embedded tree. The weakly self-avoiding lattie trees interpolate
between the mean-eld model ( = 0) and the standard model of lattie trees in whih
all lattie trees of a given size and ontaining the origin are assigned equal probability
( =1).
We expet that the analysis of [?, ?, ?℄, whih proves that the saling limit is ISE
for lattie trees in Z
d
in dimensions d 8 and for suÆiently \spread-out" lattie trees
in dimensions d > 8, an be easily extended to obtain similar results for weakly self-
2
avoiding lattie trees for d > 8 and   1. In fat, the weakly self-avoiding lattie trees
should be easier to handle beause the small parameter  is more expliit than the small
parameters in [?, ?, ?℄. However, we have not arried out the exerise of heking that
the various alulations involved all go through in this setting.
2 Results
A bond in Z
d
is a pair fx; yg of sites x; y 2 Z
d
with kx   yk
1
= 1. A lattie tree is a
nite onneted set of bonds that ontains no yles. We will say that x is in a lattie
tree L if there is a bond in L that ontains x. We put the uniform measure on the set of
all n-site lattie trees ontaining the origin. This model is diÆult to analyse beause of
the self-avoidane onstraint inherent in the prohibition on yles. The mean-eld model
will relax this restrition ompletely.
The mean-eld model is dened in terms of embeddings of abstrat trees into Z
d
.
The abstrat trees are the family trees of the ritial birth proess with Poisson ospring
distribution. In more detail, we begin with a single individual having  ospring, where
 is a Poisson random variable of mean 1, i.e., P( = m) = (em!)
 1
. Eah of the ospring
then independently has ospring of its own, with the same ritial Poisson distribution.
For a tree T onsisting of exatly n individuals, with the i
th
individual having 
i
ospring,
this assoiates to T the weight
P(T ) =
Y
i2T
e
 1

i
!
= e
 n
Y
i2T
1

i
!
: (2.1)
The produt is over the verties of T .
It is important to be lear about when two trees T are the same and when they are
not. For this, we introdue a desription of T in terms of words. These words arise
indutively as follows. The root is the word 0. The hildren of the root are the words
01; 02; : : : 0
0
. The hildren of 01 are the words 011; : : : ; 01
01
, and so on. The family
tree is then uniquely represented by a set of words. Two trees are the same if and only if
they are represented by the same set of words. In the terminology of [?℄, we are dealing
with plane trees.
We dene an embedding ' of T into Z
d
to be a mapping from the verties of T
into Z
d
, suh that the root is mapped to the origin and adjaent verties in the tree
are mapped to nearest neighbours in Z
d
. Given a tree T having jT j verties, there are
(2d)
jT j 1
possible embeddings ' of T . The mean-eld model is then dened to be the
set of ongurations (T;'), with probabilities
P(T;') =
1
(2d)
jT j 1
P(T ): (2.2)
Equivalently, we may regard the mean-eld model as orresponding to branhing random
walk, with mean-1 Poisson branhing distribution.
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The one-point and two-point funtions of the mean-eld model are dened for om-
plex z and , with jzj; jj  1, by
t
(1)
z
=
X
(T;')
P(T;')z
jT j
=
X
T
P(T )z
jT j
; (2.3)
t
(2)
z;
(x) =
X
(T;')
P(T;')z
jT j
X
i2T
I['(i) = x℄
jij
(x 2 Z
d
); (2.4)
where jij denotes the graph distane from i to the root of T . The series (??) onverges
for jzj  1, with t
(1)
1
= 1. The series (??) learly onverges for jzj < 1, jj  1. The
one-point funtion is a generating funtion for embedded trees rooted at the origin, while
the two-point funtion is a generating funtion for embedded trees rooted at the origin
and ontaining the site x.
The one-point funtion is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 For d  1, the one-point funtion is given by t
(1)
z
=
P
1
n=1
n
n 1
n!
e
 n
z
n
,
whih is one solution of the impliit equation
t
(1)
z
e
 t
(1)
z
= ze
 1
: (2.5)
Equation (??) atually denes a funtion analyti in Cn[1;1), and we are taking the
prinipal branh. Equation (??) an be written in terms of the Lambert W funtion,
dened by We
W
= z, as t
(1)
z
=  W ( ze
 1
). The branhes of W are desribed in [?℄.
Theorem ?? rederives the well-known result that for ritial Poisson branhing proesses,
P(jT j= n) =
n
n 1
n!
e
 n
: (2.6)
Given a summable funtion f : Z
d
! C , its Fourier transform is given by
^
f(k) =
P
x2Z
d
f(x)e
ikx
. We write
^
D(k) =
1
d
d
X
j=1
os k
j
; k = (k
1
; : : : ; k
d
) 2 [ ; ℄
d
(2.7)
for the Fourier transform of the step distribution for the simple random walk on Z
d
taking nearest-neighbour steps with equal probabilities. The two-point funtion of the
mean-eld model is then given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2 For d  1, k 2 [ ; ℄
d
, jzj < 1, jj  1,
^
t
(2)
z;
(k) =
t
(1)
z
1  t
(1)
z

^
D(k)
: (2.8)
The denominator of the right side vanishes for z =  = 1, k = 0, and in that ase
^
t
(2)
1;1
(0) =1.
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Figure 1: The shapes for m = 2; 3; 4, and examples of the 7!! = 7  5  3 = 105 shapes for
m = 6. The shapes' edge labellings are arbitrary but xed.
Apart from unimportant fators, the one-point and two-point funtions given above
are the same as those of the mean-eld models of [?℄ and [?℄. The two-point funtion
given in Theorem ?? an be interpreted as the two-point funtion of simple random walk
with an ativity  assoiated to eah step of the walk and an ativity t
(1)
z
assoiated to
eah site. We may therefore regard an embedded tree ontaining 0 and x as orresponding
to a simple random walk path from 0 to x with a one-point funtion attahed at eah
site along the way.
In order to dene m-point funtions, for m  3, we rst introdue the notion of shape.
We start with an abstrat m-skeleton, whih is a tree having m unlabelled external
verties of degree 1 and m   2 unlabelled internal verties of degree 3, and no other
verties. An m-shape is a tree having m labelled external verties of degree 1 and m  2
unlabelled internal verties of degree 3, and no other verties, i.e., an m-shape is a
labelling of an m-skeleton's external verties by the labels 0; 1; : : : ;m   1. When m is
lear from the ontext, we will refer to an m-shape simply as a shape. For notational
onveniene, we assoiate to eah m-shape an arbitrary labelling of its 2m   3 edges,
with labels 1; : : : ; 2m   3. This arbitrary hoie of edge labelling is xed one and for
all. Thus an m-shape  is a labelling of an m-skeleton's external verties together with
a orresponding speiation of edge labels. Let 
m
denote the set of m-shapes. There
is a unique shape for m = 2 and m = 3, and (2m   5)!! distint shapes for m  4 (see
[?, (5.96)℄ for a proof). In this notation, ( 1)!! = 1 and (2j + 1)!! = (2j + 1)(2j   1)!!
for j  0.
Next, we need the notion of bakbone. We write { = (i
1
; : : : ; i
m 1
) for a sequene of
m   1 verties i
j
in a tree T (possibly with repetition), and dene the bakbone B of
(T;{) to be the subtree of T spanning 0; i
1
; : : : ; i
m 1
. There is an indued labelling of
the external verties of the bakbone, in whih vertex i
l
is labelled l. Ignoring verties
of degree 2 in B, this bakbone is equivalent to a shape 
B
or to its modiation by
ontration of one or more edges to a point. (In the latter ase, as we will disuss further
in Setion ??, the hoie of 
B
may not be unique.) The edge labels of 
B
indue labels
on the paths in T omprising the bakbone B.
Finally, we need a notion of ompatibility. Let ~s = (s
1
; : : : ; s
2m 3
) for nonnegative
5
integers s
j
, and ~y = (y
1
; : : : ; y
2m 3
) for y
j
2 Z
d
. Note that we distinguish m   1 and
2m   3 omponent vetors by using

 and
~
 respetively. Restoring verties of degree 2
in B, let b
j
denote the length of the bakbone path orresponding to edge j of 
B
, with
b
j
= 0 for any ontrated edge. We say that (T;';{) is ompatible with (; ~y;~s) if 
B
an be hosen suh that 
B
= , if b
j
= s
j
for all edges j of , and if the image under
' of the bakbone path (oriented away from the root) orresponding to j undergoes the
displaement y
j
for all edges j of . Note that ~y determines the image under ' of all
2m   2 verties of 
B
.
Now we dene the m-point funtion (with m  2 additional internal verties) by
t
(m)
n
(; ~y;~s) =
X
(T;'):jT j=n
P(T;')
X
i
1
;:::;i
m 1
2T
I[(T;';{) is ompatible with (; ~y;~s)℄: (2.9)
We also dene
t
(m)
z;
~

(; ~y) =
1
X
n=0
1
X
s
1
;:::;s
2m 3
=0
t
(m)
n
(; ~y;~s)z
n
2m 3
Y
j=1

s
j
j
; (2.10)
and the Fourier transform
^
f(
~
k) =
X
y
1
;:::;y
2m 3
2Z
d
f(~y)e
i
~
k~y
; (2.11)
where
~
k  ~y =
P
2m 3
j=1
k
j
 y
j
.
Theorem 2.3 For d  1, m  2, k
j
2 [ ; ℄
d
, jzj < 1, j
j
j  1,
^
t
(m)
z;
~

(;
~
k) =

t
(1)
z

 2(m 2)
2m 3
Y
j=1
^
t
(2)
z;
j
(k
j
) = t
(1)
z
2m 3
Y
j=1
1
1  t
(1)
z

j
^
D(k
j
)
: (2.12)
Theorem ?? gives the same m-point funtion as the self-onsistent mean-eld model
of [?℄, apart from the fator

t
(1)
z

 2(m 2)
that was absent in [?℄. This fator has a natural
ombinatorial interpretation. Namely, it \orrets" for an overounting of the branh at
eah of the m 2 internal shape verties, as this branh is ounted in
Q
2m 3
j=1
^
t
(2)
z;
j
(k
j
) one
by eah of the three two-point funtions inident at that vertex. This fator is equal to
1 at the ritial point z = 1, and does not play a role in the leading saling behaviour.
We now turn to the saling limit of the mean-eld model. A disussion of the saling
limit requires a digression onerning super-proesses, a topi that has reeived onsid-
erable attention in probability theory [?, ?℄. The most basi example of a super-proess
is super-Brownian motion, whih arises as the saling limit of branhing random walk.
Super-Brownian motion is a ontinuous-time stohasti proess in whih the state spae
is the set of nite measures on R
d
. It dies out in nite time, and its total mass integrated
over its entire history is a random variable. Integrated super-Brownian exursion (ISE)
is the random probability measure on R
d
obtained by onditioning this total mass, inte-
grated over time, to be 1. We will onsider the saling limit of mean-eld lattie trees
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onditioned to have mass n. This is the same as onditioning on the mass of branhing
random walk, and it is to be expeted that the saling limit will therefore be ISE. We
will prove that this is indeed the ase. In fat, as we will disuss in Setion ??, our proof
provides an elementary onstrution of ISE.
To state our result, we writeM
1
(
_
R
d
) for the ompat spae of probability measures on
the one-point ompatiation
_
R
d
of R
d
, equipped with the topology of weak onvergene
(see [?℄). We regard the set M
1
(R
d
) of probability measures on R
d
as embedded in
M
1
(
_
R
d
). ISE is a ertain probability measure 
ISE
on M
1
(R
d
), i.e., it is the law of a
random probability measure on R
d
. Mean-eld lattie trees arising from embeddings of
trees T with jT j = n indue a measure 
n
on M
1
(R
d
), as follows. Given a tree T with
jT j = n, and an embedding ' of T , let (T;') be the probability measure on R
d
whih
assigns mass n
 1
P
i2T
I['(i) = x℄ (x 2 Z
d
) to points xd
1=2
n
 1=4
in R
d
. The measure 
n
on M
1
(R
d
) is then the measure that assigns mass P((T;')j jT j= n) to eah (T;') with
jT j = n. In other words, we obtain a random probability measure on R
d
by assigning
equal mass to eah of the n embedded verties of a resaled version of an embedded tree.
Theorem 2.4 For d  1, as measures on M
1
(
_
R
d
), 
n
onverges weakly to 
ISE
.
The weak onvergene in Theorem ?? is the assertion that for any ontinuous funtion
F onM
1
(
_
R
d
), lim
n!1
R
M
1
(
_
R
d
)
F ()d
n
() =
R
M
1
(
_
R
d
)
F ()d
ISE
(). A result along the lines
of Theorem ?? was already skethed in [?℄.
Next, we introdue a model of weakly self-avoiding lattie trees. For   0, let
Z

n
=
X
(T;'):jT j=n
P(T;') exp
h
 
1
2

P
i;j2T :i 6=j
I['(i) = '(j)℄
i
; (2.13)
and, for jT j = n, dene
Q

n
(T;') =
1
Z

n
P(T;') exp
h
 
1
2

P
i;j2T :i 6=j
I['(i) = '(j)℄
i
: (2.14)
The measure Q

n
on the set of embedded n-site trees rewards self-avoidane by giving
a penalty e
 
to eah self-intersetion of an embedded tree. For  = 0, Q
0
n
is just our
mean-eld model onditional on jT j = n. The next theorem shows that the weakly
self-avoiding lattie trees interpolate between the mean-eld model and lattie trees, in
the sense that Q
1
n
orresponds to the uniform measure on the set of n-site lattie trees
ontaining the origin. In the statement of the theorem, `
n
denotes the number of n-site
lattie trees ontaining the origin. Given an injetive ' and a lattie tree L, we abuse
notation by writing '(T ) = L if '(T ) onsists of the sites in L and the edges in T are
mapped to the bonds in L.
Theorem 2.5 For d  1 and n  0, lim
!1
Q

n
(T;') = 0 if ' is not injetive. Given
an n-site lattie tree L, lim
!1
P
(T;'):'(T )=L
Q

n
(T;') = `
 1
n
.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Setion ??, we prove The-
orems ??, ?? and ??. In Setion ??, we prove Theorem ?? and provide an additional
statement onerning onvergene of bakbones. Finally, in Setion ??, we prove Theo-
rem ??.
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3 The m-point funtions
In this setion, we prove Theorems ??, ?? and ??. To indiate the role of the Poisson
distribution, we begin the proofs of Theorems ?? and ?? with a general ritial ospring
distribution p
m
= P( = m) and then speialize to the ritial Poisson distribution
p
m
= 1=(em!). For the general ospring distribution, (??) beomes
P(T;') =
1
(2d)
jT j 1
P(T ) =
1
(2d)
jT j 1
Y
i2T
p

i
: (3.1)
We introdue the generating funtion P (w) =
P
1
m=0
p
m
w
m
. Note that P (1) = 1, and
sine the ospring distribution is assumed to be ritial, P
0
(1) = 1. For the ritial
Poisson distribution, P (w) = e
w 1
. We will make use of the fat that the Poisson
distribution has moments of all orders, but we expet that a more areful analysis an
be used to prove that mean-eld lattie trees with a ritial ospring distribution having
nite variane will onverge to ISE in the saling limit. A general result of this form is
stated in [?℄. It would be of interest to prove this using our methods, but we will prove
Theorem ?? in Setion ?? only for the Poisson distribution.
For the proofs, it will be helpful to introdue generating funtions for planted plane
trees (in the terminology of [?℄). A planted plane tree is a plane tree for whih the root
has exatly one ospring. Generating funtions for planted plane trees will be denoted
by r rather than t, and, by onvention, will not inlude the fator zp
1
assoiated with the
root having exatly one ospring. Thus the one-point funtion for planted plane trees is
given simply by
r
(1)
z
= t
(1)
z
: (3.2)
The one-point funtion on the right side of (??) arises as the generating funtion of the
root's hild and its progeny.
Proof of Theorem ??. Conditioning on the number of ospring of the root gives
t
(1)
z
=
1
X
m=0
p
m
z

r
(1)
z

m
= zP (t
(1)
z
): (3.3)
For the Poisson distribution, this implies t
(1)
z
= ze
t
(1)
z
 1
, whih gives (??). The Taylor
expansion then follows from Lagrange's inversion formula (see, e.g., [?, p.23℄). 2
We dene the two-point funtion r
(2)
z;
(x) for planted plane trees to be the restrition
of the summation in (??) to trees T for whih the root has a single ospring, with the
fator ze
 1
assoiated with the root omitted. Then
^r
(2)
z;
(k) = 
^
D(k)
^
t
(2)
z;
(k): (3.4)
Proof of Theorem ??. The Fourier transform of the two-point funtion is given by
^
t
(2)
z;
(k) =
X
(T;')
X
j2T
P(T;')z
jT j
e
ik'(j)

jjj
: (3.5)
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Figure 2: The 2
3
= 8 subshapes for m = 3.
The ontribution to the right side arising when j is the root is simply t
(1)
z
. When j is
not the root, we ondition on the number of ospring of the root. With (??), this gives
^
t
(2)
z;
(k) = t
(1)
z
+
1
X
m=1
p
m
zm

r
(1)
z

m 1
^r
(2)
z;
(k) = t
(1)
z
+ zP
0
(t
(1)
z
)^r
(2)
z;
(k): (3.6)
In the middle of (??), the fator z takes are of the fator assoiated with the root on
the left side, and the fator m orresponds to hoosing whih of the root's ospring is
an anestor of the vertex j. By (??), this gives
^
t
(2)
z;
(k) =
t
(1)
z
1   zP
0
(t
(1)
z
)
^
D(k)
: (3.7)
Speializing now to the Poisson distribution, we have zP
0
(t
(1)
z
) = zP (t
(1)
z
) = t
(1)
z
, whih
gives the desired result. Note that
^
t
(2)
1;1
(0) =
P
(T;')
P
i2T
P(T;') =
P
n
nP(jT j= n) =1,
by (??) and Stirling's formula. 2
For m  3, we introdue the notion of a subshape of a shape  2 
m
. A subshape of
 2 
m
is an abstrat tree obtained by ontrating a subset of the edges of  to a point.
This an lead to multiply-labelled verties, and ontrated edges lose their labelling. The
subshapes for m = 3 are shown in Figure ??. In general, there are 2
2m 3
subshapes of a
shape  2 
m
. We denote subshapes by  and write    when  is a subshape of .
We denote the set of edge labels of  by e().
Proof of Theorem ??. For the Poisson ospring distribution, (??) gives
^
t
(2)
z;
(k) =
t
(1)
z
[1 + ^r
(2)
z;
(k)℄. Therefore, it suÆes to show that
^
t
(m)
z;
~

(;
~
k) = t
(1)
z
2m 3
Y
j=1

1 + ^r
(2)
z;
j
(k
j
)

: (3.8)
Expanding the produt, the desired identity (??) is equivalent to
^
t
(m)
z;
~

(;
~
k) = t
(1)
z
X

Y
j2e()
^r
(2)
z;
j
(k
j
): (3.9)
Given a subshape , we let t() denote the result of restriting the summation in (??)
to s
j
= 0 for j 62e() and s
j
> 0 for j 2 e(). Its Fourier transform will be denoted
^
t().
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We leave impliit the dependene on the variables of
~
k and
~
, as these are determined
by the edge labels of . Then
^
t
(m)
z;
~

(;
~
k) =
X

^
t(): (3.10)
Thus it suÆes to show that
^
t() = t
(1)
z
Y
j2e()
^r
(2)
z;
j
(k
j
): (3.11)
We will use  to denote a subshape for whih the root has exatly one ospring,
and write ^r() = (zp
1
)
 1
^
t(). As before, the fator (zp
1
)
 1
serves to anel the fator
zp
1
assoiated to the root in
^
t(). We denote by  the subshape obtained from  by
ontrating the edge inident on the root. We laim that
^r() = ^r
(2)
z;
(k)
1
t
(1)
z
^
t(); (3.12)
where  and k bear the subsript of the label of the edge inident on the root of . The
identity (??) will be proved below. Given a subshape  having at least one edge, let

1
; : : : ; 
b
be the branhes emerging from its root. For a general ospring distribution,
as in (??),
^
t() =
1
X
j=b
zp
m
j(j   1)    (j   b+ 1)

r
(1)
z

j b
b
Y
a=1
^r(
a
) = zP
(b)
(t
(1)
z
)
b
Y
a=1
^r(
a
): (3.13)
For the Poisson distribution, zP
(b)
(t
(1)
z
) = t
(1)
z
, independently of b. This leads to the sim-
ple result
^
t() = t
(1)
z
Q
b
a=1
^r(
a
), and the desired result (??) then follows by substituting
(??) into this identity reursively. For general ospring distributions, degree-dependent
vertex fators will arise in (??).
It remains to prove (??). We do this by onditioning on whether the length of the
tree's bakbone path, orresponding to the edge of  inident on the root, is equal to or
greater than 1. This leads, by onditioning as in (??), to
^r() = 
^
D(k)
^
t() + 
^
D(k)t
(1)
z
^r(): (3.14)
Solving and using (??) and (??), we obtain
^r() =

^
D(k)
1  
^
D(k)t
(1)
z
^
t() = ^r
(2)
z;
(k)
1
t
(1)
z
^
t(): (3.15)
2
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4 Convergene to ISE
In Setions ?? and ??, we prove Theorem ??. Setion ?? ontains an additional statement
onerning onvergene of bakbones. As we will explain at the end of Setion ??, our
proof of Theorem ?? provides a onstrution of the measure 
ISE
.
4.1 Moment measures
To prove weak onvergene of probability measures on M
1
(
_
R
d
), it is suÆient to prove
weak onvergene of the momentmeasures [?, Lemma 2.4.1(b)℄. The l
th
momentmeasure
M
(l)
of a probability measure  on M
1
(
_
R
d
) is the probability measure on (
_
R
d
)
l
dened,
for l  1, by dM
(l)
(x
1
; : : : ; x
l
) =
R
M
1
(
_
R
d
)
d()d(x
1
)    d(x
l
). To prove weak onver-
gene of the moment measures, it is suÆient to prove pointwise onvergene of their
harateristi funtions. We begin by introduing the ISE moment measures.
Let m  2. Given a shape  2 
m
, we assoiate to edge j (oriented away from vertex
0) a nonnegative real number t
j
and a vetor y
j
in R
d
. Writing ~y = (y
1
; : : : ; y
2m 3
) and
~
t = (t
1
; : : : ; t
2m 3
), we dene
a
(m)
(; ~y;
~
t) =
0

2m 3
X
j=1
t
j
1
A
e
 (
P
2m 3
j=1
t
j
)
2
=2
2m 3
Y
j=1
1
(2t
j
)
d=2
e
 y
2
j
=2t
j
(4.1)
and
A
(m)
(; ~y) =
Z
1
0
dt
1
  
Z
1
0
dt
2m 3
a
(m)
(; ~y;
~
t): (4.2)
Then
R
R
d(2m 3)
A
(m)
(; ~y)d~y = 1=(2m 5)!!, so the sum of this integral over shapes  2 
m
is equal to 1. Let
~
k ~y =
P
2m 3
j=1
k
j
y
j
, with eah k
j
2 R
d
. The Fourier integral transform
^
A
(m)
(;
~
k) =
R
R
d(2m 3)
A
(m)
(; ~y)e
i
~
k~y
d~y is given by
^
A
(m)
(;
~
k) =
Z
1
0
dt
1
  
Z
1
0
dt
2m 3
^a
(m)
(;
~
k;
~
t); (4.3)
with
^a
(m)
(;
~
k;
~
t) =
0

2m 3
X
j=1
t
j
1
A
e
 (
P
2m 3
j=1
t
j
)
2
=2
2m 3
Y
j=1
e
 k
2
j
t
j
=2
: (4.4)
The funtions (??) and (??) are further disussed in [?℄ (see also [?, ?, ?, ?, ?℄).
The l
th
moment measure M
(l)
for ISE an be written in terms of A
(l+1)
, for l  1.
This is a deterministi measure whih is absolutely ontinuous with respet to Lebesgue
measure on R
dl
. The rst momentmeasureM
(1)
has densityA
(2)
(x). The seond moment
measure M
(2)
has density
R
A
(3)
(y; x
1
  y; x
2
  y)d
d
y. In general, the density of M
(l)
at
x
1
; : : : ; x
l
, for l  3, is given by integrating A
(l+1)
(; ~y) over R
d(l 1)
and then summing
over the (2l   3)!! shapes . Here ~y onsists of integration variables y
j
orresponding
to the edges j on paths from vertex 0 to verties of degree 3 in , and the other y
a
are xed by the requirement that eah external vertex x
i
is given by the sum of the y
e
11
over the edges e onneting verties 0 and i in . Thus, the integration orresponds
to integrating over the l   1 internal verties, with the l + 1 external verties xed at
0; x
1
; : : : ; x
l
. For example, the ontribution to the density of M
(3)
due to 
1
of Figure ??
is
R
A
(4)
(
1
; y
1
; x
1
  y
1
; y
3
; x
2
  y
1
  y
3
; x
3
  y
1
  y
3
)d
d
y
1
d
d
y
3
.
The harateristi funtion of M
(l)
an be written in terms of the funtions (??). For
l = 1,
^
M
(1)
(k) =
^
A
(2)
(k). Similarly, for l = 2, there is a single shape and
^
M
(2)
(k
1
; k
2
) =
R
A
(3)
(y; x
1
  y; x
2
  y)e
ik
1
x
1
e
ik
2
x
2
d
d
yd
d
x
1
d
d
x
2
=
^
A
(3)
(k
1
+ k
2
; k
1
; k
2
). For l  3, there is
more than one shape, and
^
M
(l)
(

k) =
X
2
l+1
^
A
(l+1)
(;
~
k) (4.5)
with eah of the 2m 3 omponents of
~
k given by a spei linear ombination (depending
on ) of the l omponents of

k = (k
1
; : : : ; k
l
). For example, for l = 3 and the shape 
1
of Figure ??, (
1
;
~
k) = (
1
; k
1
+ k
2
+ k
3
; k
1
; k
2
+ k
3
; k
2
; k
3
).
Next, we introdue the moment measures M
(l)
n
of the mean-eld lattie trees. For
l  1, let
s
(l+1)
n
(x
1
; : : : ; x
l
) =
X
(T;'):jT j=n
P(T;')
X
i
1
;:::;i
l
2T
l
Y
j=1
I['(i
j
) = x
j
℄: (4.6)
Reall the denition of 
n
above Theorem ??. Writing x = (x
1
; : : : ; x
l
), the l
th
moment
measure M
(l)
n
of 
n
is the deterministi probability measure on R
dl
whih plaes mass
[n
l
P(jT j = n)℄
 1
s
(l+1)
n
(x) at xd
1=2
n
 1=4
, for x 2 Z
dl
. The harateristi funtion
^
M
(l)
n
(k)
of M
(l)
n
is given by
^
M
(l)
n
(

k) =
1
n
l
P(jT j= n)
^s
(l+1)
n
(

kd
1=2
n
 1=4
); (4.7)
where

k  x = k
1
 x
1
+   + k
l
 x
l
and
^
f (

k) =
X
x
f(x)e
i

kx
: (4.8)
To prove Theorem ??, it suÆes to prove that
lim
n!1
^
M
(l)
n
(

k) =
^
M
(l)
(

k); (l  1): (4.9)
In fat, proving (??) provides a onstrution of ISE, as we now explain. Beause
M
1
(
_
R
d
) is ompat, some subsequene of the sequene 
n
onverges to a limit . Given
(??), it follows that  has moments M
(l)
, whih uniquely haraterises the measure .
But it then follows, again from (??), that 
n
must onverge to . Thus it follows from
(??) that a limiting measure  exists, and this provides a onstrution of 
ISE
= .
Initially, this onstruts 
ISE
as a measure on M
1
(
_
R
d
). However, sine the moment
measures M
(l)
have no mass at the point at innity, 
ISE
is in fat a measure on M
1
(R
d
).
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4.2 Convergene of moment measures
In this setion, we omplete the proof of Theorem ?? by proving (??). Dene t
(m)
n
(; ~y),
for m  2, by
t
(m)
z;
~
1
(; ~y) =
1
X
n=1
t
(m)
n
(; ~y)z
n
: (4.10)
For m = 2; 3, there is only one shape and, suppressing  in the notation, we have
s
(2)
n
(x) = t
(2)
n
(x); s
(3)
n
(x
1
; x
2
) =
X
y
t
(3)
n
(y; x
1
  y; x
2
  y): (4.11)
The relation between s
(m)
n
and t
(m)
n
, for m  4, will be disussed below. The basi
ingredient of the proof of (??) is the following lemma. In its statement, the notation
f(n)  g(n) means that lim
n!1
f(n)=g(n) = 1.
Lemma 4.1 For m  2, k
j
2 R
d
, and n!1,
^
t
(m)
n
(;
~
kd
1=2
n
 1=4
) 
1
p
2
n
m 5=2
^
A
(m)
(;
~
k): (4.12)
Proof. By Cauhy's theorem,
^
t
(m)
n
(;
~
k) =
1
2i
I
^
t
(m)
z;
~
1
(;
~
k)
dz
z
n+1
; (4.13)
where the integral is around a irle of radius less than 1, entred at the origin. By
Theorem ??,
^
t
(m)
z;
~
1
(;
~
k) = t
(1)
z
2m 3
Y
j=1
1
1  t
(1)
z
^
D(k
j
)
: (4.14)
By Taylor's theorem,
^
D(k) = 1 
k
2
2d
+O(k
4
); (4.15)
as k ! 0. Also, using (??) it an be shown that
t
(1)
z
= 1 +O(j1   zj
1=2
) and t
(1)
z
= 1 
q
2(1  z) +O(j1   zj); (4.16)
with the error terms uniform in Cn[1;1). Substituting (??){(??) into (??) gives
^
t
(m)
z;
~
1
(;
~
kd
1=2
n
 1=4
) = [1+O(j1  zj
1=2
)℄
2m 3
Y
j=1
2
n
 1=2
k
2
j
+ 2
3=2
p
1   z +O(n
 1
k
4
j
+ j1  zj)
:
(4.17)
It is then an exerise in ontour integration, as in [?, Setion 4.2℄, to deform the ontour
in (??) to the branh ut [1;1) of the square root to onlude (??). 2
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By Stirling's formula and (??),
P(jT j= n) = (2)
 1=2
n
 3=2
[1 +O(n
 1
)℄: (4.18)
Convergene of the rst and seond moments, i.e., (??) for l = 1; 2, then follows imme-
diately from (??) and Lemma ??. The higher moments require further disussion.
Before onsidering the third and higher moments, we note that the above n
 3=2
behaviour is assoiated more generally with the size distribution of Galton{Watson trees
whose ospring distribution has nite variane (see [?, Proposition 24℄). This behaviour
is assoiated with the
p
1  z appearing in (??) and is thus losely onneted with the
ourrene of ISE as the saling limit. This is onsistent with the statement in [?℄ that
the saling limit is ISE for more general ospring distributions having nite variane.
However, we are treating only the Poisson ase here.
We will now onsider the higher moments. For l  3, Lemma ?? implies that
lim
n!1
P
2
l+1
^
t
(l+1)
n
(;
~
kd
1=2
n
 1=4
)
n
l
P(jT j= n)
=
X
2
l+1
^
A
(l+1)
(;
~
k): (4.19)
If it were the ase that ^s
(l+1)
n
(

k) were equal to
P
2
l+1
^
t
(l+1)
n
(;
~
k), onvergene of all
moments would be immediate. But ^s
(l+1)
n
(

k) is not equal to
P
2
l+1
^
t
(l+1)
n
(;
~
k), beause
it is not the ase that s
(m)
n
(x) is equal to the sum of t
(m)
n
(; ~y) over all (; ~y) that are
ompatible with x in the sense that the x
i
are given by the sum of the y
j
as presribed by
the shape . The disrepany arises from degenerate trees whose bakbone orresponds
to a strit subshape with at least one shape edge ontrated.
For example, there is a unique tree T having just two verties, i.e., the tree in
whih the root has one hild and there are no further desendants. Thus s
(4)
2
(0; 0; e
1
) =
(2d)
 1
e
 2
, where e
1
= (1; 0; : : : ; 0). However, this mean-eld lattie tree ontaining
the sites x
1
= x
2
= 0, x
3
= e
1
, ontributes (2d)
 1
e
 2
to eah of three hoies of
t
(4)
2
(; ~y), namely to t
(4)
2
(
1
; 0; 0; 0; 0; e
1
), t
(4)
2
(
2
; 0; 0; 0; 0; e
1
), and t
(4)
2
(
3
; 0; e
1
; 0; 0; 0); see
Figure ??. Thus it is not the ase, in general, that s
(l+1)
n
(x) is given by the sum of
t
(l+1)
n
(; ~y) over all (; ~y) ompatible with x.
In view of (??), (??), (??) and (??), to prove onvergene of the l
th
moments, for
l  3, it suÆes to show that


^s
(l+1)
n
(

k) 
X
2
l+1
^
t
(l+1)
n
(;
~
k)


  O(n
l 2
); (4.20)
where
~
k is determined by

k and  as in (??). This dierene then onstitutes an error
term, down by n
 1=2
ompared to ^s
(l+1)
n
(

k), by Lemma ??. The remainder of the proof
is devoted to obtaining (??).
Let l  3, and suppose T 3 i
1
; : : : ; i
l
. If the bakbone of (T;{) orresponds to a full
(l + 1)-skeleton with no ontrated edges, then { determines a labelling of an (l + 1)-
skeleton and therefore uniquely determines an (l+1)-shape. Whether or not the bakbone
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orresponds to a full (l + 1)-skeleton, given a shape onsistent with the bakbone, the
2l 1 displaements ~y (possibly zero) onsistent with that shape are uniquely determined
by an embedding of T . Degeneray of (; ~y) thus requires the bakbone to orrespond to
a strit subshape, and in that ase, the maximum possible number of ompatible hoies
for (; ~y) is the number of shapes, whih is (2l   3)!!.
We now write s
(l+1)
n
(x) = u
(l+1)
n
(x) + e
(l+1)
n
(x), where u
n
omprises the ontributions
to s
n
from full (l+1)-skeletons and e
n
omprises the ontributions to s
n
from degenerate
skeletons. It follows from the above disussion that, for l  3,


^s
(l+1)
n
(

k) 
X
2
l+1
^
t
(l+1)
n
(;
~
k)


  [(2l  3)!!  1℄^e
(l+1)
n
(

0): (4.21)
It suÆes to argue that the right side of (??) is at most O(n
l 2
). For this, we
introdue the generating funtion E
(l+1)
(z) =
P
n
^e
(l+1)
n
(

0)z
n
. This is a sum of terms of
the form
^
t(), where  is a strit subshape and all k
j
= 0, 
j
= 1. By (??), (??) and
(??), it follows that jE
(l+1)
(z)j  O(j1   zj
 (l 1)
) uniformly in jzj < 1, where the power
l  1 =
1
2
(2l  2) arises beause at least one of the 2l  1 bakbone paths is trivial. Then
[?, Lemma 3.2(i)℄ or [?, Theorem 4℄ implies the desired bound ^e
(l+1)
n
(

0)  O(n
l 2
).
This ompletes the proof of Theorem ??.
4.3 Bakbone onvergene
The following lemma an be proved exatly as in [?, Setion 4.2℄, so we omit the proof
here.
Lemma 4.2 For m  2, ~u = (u
1
; : : : ; u
2m 3
) with u
j
2 [0;1),
~
k = (k
1
; : : : ; k
2m 3
) with
k
j
2 R
d
, and for n!1,
^
t
(m)
n
(;
~
kd
1=2
n
 1=4
; b~un
1=2
) 
1
p
2
1
n
^a
(m)
(;
~
k; ~u): (4.22)
In (??), the bakbone saling is n
1=2
. Sine spae is being saled as n
1=4
, this is Brow-
nian saling. The lemma provides an interpretation of the variables u
j
in ^a
(m)
(;
~
k; ~u) as
resaled Brownian time variables along bakbone paths.
5 Weakly self-avoiding lattie trees
Proof of Theorem ??. The rst statement of the theorem, for non-injetive ', follows
immediately from the denition of Q

n
.
For the seond statement of the theorem, let L
n
denote the set of n-site lattie trees
ontaining the origin. This has ardinality `
n
. We will prove that
X
(T;'):'(T )=L
P(T;') = (2d)
 (n 1)
e
 n
(5.1)
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for every L 2 L
n
. The important point for our proof is that the right side is the same
for all L 2 L
n
, and its preise value plays no role. In fat, given (??), we then have
Z
1
n
=
X
L2L
n
X
(T;'):'(T )=L
P(T;') = `
n
(2d)
 (n 1)
e
 n
; (5.2)
whih gives the desired result that
X
(T;'):'(T )=L
Q
1
n
(T;') =
1
Z
1
n
X
(T;'):'(T )=L
P(T;') =
1
`
n
: (5.3)
To prove (??), we rst note that by (??) and (??),
X
(T;'):'(T )=L
P(T;') = (2d)
 (n 1)
e
 n
X
(T;'):'(T )=L
Y
i2T
1

i
!
; (5.4)
where 
i
is the number of ospring of vertex i. It suÆes to show that
X
(T;'):'(T )=L
Y
i2T
1

i
!
= 1: (5.5)
Let b
0
be the degree of 0 in L, and given nonzero x 2 L, let b
x
be the degree of x in L
minus 1. Then the set fb
x
: x 2 Lg must be equal to the set of 
i
for any T that an be
mapped to L. Dening (L) = #f(T;') : '(T ) = Lg, (??) is therefore equivalent to
(L) =
Y
x2L
b
x
!: (5.6)
We prove (??) by indution on the number N of generations of L. By this, we mean
the length of the longest self-avoiding path in L, starting from the origin. The identity
(??) learly holds if N = 0. Our indution hypothesis is that (??) holds if there are
N  1 or fewer generations. Suppose L has N generations, and let L
1
; : : : ; L
b
0
denote the
lattie trees resulting from deleting from L all bonds inident on the origin. We regard
eah L
a
as rooted at the neighbour of the origin in the orresponding deleted bond. It
suÆes to show that (L) = b
0
!
Q
b
0
a=1
(L
a
), sine eah L
a
has fewer than N generations.
To prove this, we note that eah mean-eld onguration (T;') with '(T ) = L
indues a set of (T
a
; '
a
) suh that '
a
(T
a
) = L
a
. This orrespondene is b
0
! to 1, sine
(T;') is determined by the set of (T
a
; '
a
), up to permutation of the branhes of T at its
root. This proves (L) = b
0
!
Q
b
0
a=1
(L
a
). 2
For a general ospring distribution, the above proof gives
X
(T;'):'(T )=L
Q
1
n
(T;') =
Q
x2L
p
b
x
b
x
!
P
L2L
n
Q
x2L
p
b
x
b
x
!
; (5.7)
whih assoiates degree-dependent weights to eah vertex in a lattie tree.
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